
Communication: Sender & Receiver

So much information, I could spend an entire week with you; 
My communication style is not as effective as I though it was--I 
will address several areas as a result of this session; Great 
facilitation which encourages active participation and contributes 
to a fantastic learning experience; Working with others in our 
groups, sharing, plus our expressing feelings and thoughts; Best 
program I have attended in 20 years; Wow; This course 
contained the highest percentage of information that I can use 
in my position; Allowed the group to ask questions and share 
their perceptions and experiences; Bravo; Andrew is excellent, 
he presents a wealth of information; Pace is lively and fast--no 
one would ever fall asleep in this program, great; Exceeded my 
expectations; Overall, the speaker an excellent job, was thorough 
and informative; I got a lot out of this program; Look forward 
to a part-two; Andrew does an outstanding job, knows the 
material very well, this is the fourth seminar I have attended of 
his and I have gotten high value out of each one; I know based 
on the quality of this seminar that I will attend future seminars 
offered, it not only helps the organization, it also benefits us as 
individuals; This was as comprehensive a presentation that could 
be presented in a day and was well presented; A critical part of 
communication is asking questions to clarify one's understanding 
and/or to encourage feedback; Better ways to communicate 
my ideas and getting other people to give feedback; I need to 
ask more questions to make sure people are with me and I am 
understood; The sender's and receivers responsibility in 
communication; How nonverbal communication comes into 
play in affecting receptivity and effectiveness; The message that 
I am sending may not be what the receiver is getting (Johari's 
window was great); The specifics of how to better and more 
accurately provide and receive constructive criticism; To outline 
topics first before jumping in; To speak in chunks of information 
and get a response/feedback; Convey statements in a positive 
frame whenever possible; Role playing around feedback; The 
understanding that communication is very much a two-way 
street and the responsibilities of both parties; The benefit of 
clarification and qualification of all questions and answers; To 
explain the expected results before explaining what has to be 
done; The value of asking versus assuming and how everyone 
benefits so people can more so do it right the first time; 
Importance of nonverbal communication both as a sender and 
receiver; It's legitimate to make comments on what was said 
through non-verbals; To paraphrase and summarize, and be 
more aware of the barriers in communication; Recognizing 
qualities of effective communication and how to use them, the 
qualities of listening and need for feedback are also important; 
Learning individual (listening) habits that need to be addressed 
in the future; To be able to bring back these items and use them.
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